Czechoslovakia: Walter Ulbricht and an East German party delegation are scheduled to arrive in Karlovy Vary today for talks with Czechoslovak leaders.

Ulbricht probably hopes to alleviate undercurrents of domestic unrest in East Germany by fostering an impression that Pankow's strained relations with Czechoslovakia are improving.

Yugoslav party boss Tito left Prague yesterday after a demonstrative visit in which he gave his personal endorsement to Prague's internal reforms and to its right to develop its own national path to socialism.

During Tito's visit, the Czechoslovaks published drafts of new statutes for Communist Party approval at its congress next month. Some of the proposals almost certainly will not set well with those who were Dubcek's protagonists at Bratislava. One provides for a federal system of two Communist parties, Czech and Slovak, to be administered by a central party organization with limited powers. Another proposal would grant greater freedom to other minorities and allow greater participation by non-Communist groups within the National Front. Still another proposal provides that all party bodies be elected by secret ballot.

The psychological pressure of Warsaw Pact military activity along Czechoslovak borders continues. Moscow announced on 10 August the beginning of a communications exercise in the western Ukraine and the southern part of Poland and East Germany.